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AGAINST ORIGINALS: HONKADORI  AND THE HORIZONS OF PASTICHE1/  
 

1. A Preliminary Reflection on Pastiche (As Well As Parody) 
 
The best overview I know of complained in 1977 that we do not really have a satisfying theory of 
parody or pastiche (Karrer 15, 24, and passim). While there has since been a flurry of renewed 
interest in the field in connection with "post-modernism" (e.g. Hutcheon; most famously, Jameson), 
and while of course much sterling work on which we all build has been done both before and after 
1977, I do not think all of this has solved our problems. Thus anything short of a long book can 
today only be a teasing out of one or a few significant problems as a contribution to something more 
encompassing.  Preliminarily, it would seem necessary to begin the discussion of pastiche by 
disambiguating a double reference: a diachronic one to anterior propositions (e.g. Teika to Komachi 
below), and a synchronic one to contemporary imaginary entries in the encyclopedia/s/ of target 
readers. An important difference is that the first referentiality is to fixed, neatly identifiable 
denotations in semiotic texts (verbal, pictorial, musical, etc.), such as my Komachi quote below, 
while the second one is to a semi-precise system of overlapping connotations which meld currently 
floating bits and pieces of the supposedly past referentiality with more inchoate feelings, 
atmospheres, discursive networks or topologies about human relationships. The easier identification 
of a previous text makes starting from it, and then only secondarily inferring the telos for the whole 
procedure, technically much more economical, though not necessarily more precise. But I fear that 
both this easier identification and the text's usual status of "high lit." from a previous epoch, account 
for what one must sorrowfully call a major historical delusion in our profession. Its European roots 
are in Humanist exegesis of the Bible, then the French and English Classicistic literati's discussions 
of hierarchical genres and styles,  and then the ambiguous Romantic shake-up of those hierarchies; 
and there is a Chinese parallel in the orthodox Confucian fixed canon of classical texts as "sources" 
and "origins" for imitation, in particular for yung tien, "allusive borrowings" (cf. an updated 
critique in Wang 3-10). This mostly stifling tradition of looking toward a past as the constant source 
for imitation or desecration was then taken into the academic Establishment as  Positivistic 
"source"-hunting, and one of its final results is an overestimation of "originals," "timelessness" or 
diachrony, concerned with origins in time rather than in human nexuses. As Condillac remarked in 
De l'art d'écrire, "you are comparing all these operations [of comparison, judgment, etc.] to 
streams, and the words source and flow are tropes...." And Valéry, acute as ever: "The origin, in all, 
is imaginary. The source is the fact within which the imaginary is proposed: water wells up there. 
Beneath, I do not know what takes place?" (both cited in Derrida 297)  
 

What I am arguing is that as a rule the telos for pastiche (and even more clearly for parody, 
which I discuss at length in Suvin, "Synchrony") is supplied by synchronic intervening in current 
relationships, in which the reference to anterior texts  is an important means. I read Proust as 
interested less in Sainte Beuve than in his own Paris. Or, perhaps better: I read Dostoevsky as 
interested in Gogol because Dostoevsky is preoccupied with the fate of his Russia. However, in this 
first approach, economy of time and space constrains me too to focus on differentiality between an 
"anterior" and a "posterior" text. But I shall try to partly compensate for it by suggesting a neutral 
terminology for this differentiality, which at least does not prejudge our methodology. The proper 
locus for a theory of pastiche would seem to be in an interdiscursive theory of textual variants, 
adaptation or rewrites within given systems of ideological maxims and horizons connected to 
specific social fractions. And I am here adding my conviction that the East Asian experience with a 
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long duration, pastiche-type referentiality, which I shall discuss, may be particularly salutary for our 
further endeavours. For, to believe that there is a single origin to practically anything, or that origins 
-- which I myself as a rule find fascinating and indeed pregnant -- by themselves explain 
consequences, is either a monotheistic or a mechanistic, in any case a banally deterministic, fallacy. 
Fortunately, those coming after can recast (sometimes decisively) what originated earlier. How 
could there otherwise be pastiche?  
 

What is then pastiche? If one now provisionally seeks for a non-pejorative definition, away  
from the originally negative Italian meaning of pasticcio as a mess -- reiterated with the 
dispregiativo (pejorative) suffix in the title of Gadda's novel Quer pasticciaccio brutto de via 
Merulana -- then it is music, pictures or writing "copied with modification from an original, or in 
professed imitation of the style of another artist" (OED, s.v. "pasticcio" and "pastiche"); or, 
emphasizing the frequent fragmentary and "collage" character  of much pastiche, it is "A patchwork 
of words, sentences or complete passages from various authors or one author" (Cuddon 685). 
Pastiche shares with parody the "marking" of some textual elements as taken over from another text 
(Ben-Porat, "Meaningless"), so that the "earlier" level "glimmers through" the stylization or 
pastiche text (Tynianov). But as different from a parody, pastiche is, in my opinion, as a generic 
form neutral, it does not necessarily have a different tone or horizon from its "source/s/" but can on 
the contrary be congruent with them.2/ In other words, pastiche can be used for a whole spectrum of 
purposes, between homage and gentle irony. A first systematization distinguishes four of such 
purposes: imitation as homage,  hoax, self-education ("exercice de style"), and play (Karrer 47-49; 
cf. for "gioco letterario" Petronio ed., 4:289). In a purely typological (and not at all historical) sense, 
one could well conclude with and from Professor Ben-Porat ("Meaningless" -- I paraphrase from 
my notes) that pastiche is in this relation the more general case, out of which parody can be 
structurally educed by deleting the neutrality, i.e. adding the aspect of incongruity or referential 
critique; and that a vital pastiche thus secures a necessary presupposition for parody.  
 

However, the pre-text for pastiche can range from the phonetic sociolect of Balzac's German 
pronunciation by Nucingen -- who turns vs into fs and ds into ts -- to a whole family of texts and  
the style of an age (Karrer 74, Deffoux 16); and since the latter entails pastiching a horizon, I do not 
see why (just as in the case of parody) a plot-schema, a formal system or even a whole sociolect 
cannot be pastiched. On the other hand, all the purposes found for pastiche (e.g. those in the 
previous paragraph) are oriented toward the pastiche-maker's present. I submit, then, that here too 
we should start by speaking of a double -- diachronic and synchronic -- referentiality, possibly with 
different stresses than in parody, e.g. with more room for foregrounding the ludic and virtuoso 
element. Finally, it seems to me ineluctable that in pastiche, as in parody, the hypotext must be in 
some way present in the epoch of the later text for pastiche to function qua pastiche, thus returning 
us to a single synchronic referentiality, though possibly of a more complex nature. Instead of the 
derived discourse "drawing" from or "dipping" into the flow from a source, it might therefore be 
better to call in our poetics (that after all means “making”) the anterior or hypotextual discourse a 
catalyst and the posterior discourse a product. To illustrate this, I shall use some examples from 
East Asian culture where, as is known, respect for ancestral wisdom is very marked. This is strongly 
the case in the classical poetry of China and Japan.  

 
 

2. On Japanese honkadori as Catalysis 
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2.1. Variants of honkadori  
 
I wish to discuss here some matters of "honkadori" – further without boldfacing -- use in Japanese 
medieval tankas (short poems, usually of 5 lines or phrase-units [ku] and 31 "syllable" or more 
precisely breath-unit), with the aim of pleading for an intercultural approach to pastiche by 
confronting a culture without the originality fetish and thus also without any retrospective anxiety 
of influence. Honkadori is usually translated as "allusive variation," and defined by Earl Miner as:  

Recalling some words, basic situation, or conception of an earlier well-known poem (or 
other work) in a new poem, creating a new meaning that transformed the old in the new. 
(Introduction 162) 

 
I shall range through less than a dozen variations (all taken from Carter ed. who conveniently 
identifies instances of it, though I have tacitly changed some lines of his translations, in particular 
so as to be closer to the order of images in the Japanese text). My approach will be simplified to the 
limits of what may be bearable while I attempt to both convey a dim feel what honkadori is like and 
provide a first tentative typology of this phenomenon. The simplifications result from omissions of 
at least four aspects. First, the normative criteria in Japanese poetics were changeable, but from the 
Kokinshû (early 10th century) on they were dominated by certain rules of rhetoric which interlocked  
with those on topical and lexical propriety. At a later stage, explicit systematization (by Fujiwara 
Teika, early 13th Century)  produced rules about poetic allusion. The permissible sources for the 
lexicon were fixed as consisting of (a number of): Chinese poems, tankas for chanting,  the old 
Man'yôshû collection, and the first four (10th-11th Century) Court collections of poems; a limited 
degree of verbal identity was allowed between catalyst and product; and verbal repetition was 
barred in the case of some over-famous catalysts (Brower 23-25, Miner "We" 6). Second, imperial 
as well as authorial collections of tankas have in 13th to 16th-century Japan an integrative logic of 
their own, superordinate to that of a single poem, which indeed gets coloured by its "location value" 
(Stellenwert) even more strongly than, say, in the case of European sonnet cycles after Petrarca or 
Pound's Cantos; using Miner's study "The Collective," I mention some aspects of that logic 
inSection 3.2, and Professor Konishi analyzes it into temporal and narratorial (or topographic) 
progression and various (imagistic, rhetorical, inter-anthology, etc.) kinds of association. Third, all 
translations from Japanese poetry are suspect because of the double meanings of many "pivot 
words" and other devices, which are necessarily reduced to univocity or at best relegated to notes, 
and this holds in spades for articles reposing on these enforcedly truncated translations. (Just two 
examples from the following Komachi tanka: "huru" or "furu" means -- simultaneously -- "aging" 
and "falling"; "nagame" can be "long rains" and "watching.") Fourth but not least, the graphic side 
of Japanese poetry, including Chinese characters and indigenous syllabary, is totally occulted by all 
alphabetization. However, my purpose here is not to say the last nor even the central thing about 
tankas or honkadori but merely  to make a theoretical contribution to approaching them. Thus I 
hope even such an initial move will enable me to draw at the end a contrast to what I may call the 
monotheistic concept of pastiche, in which there is a more or less God-given original and then 
various take-offs on it.   
 
2.2. Variation and Developments  
 
1. The simplest case I could find is what I would call a variation, and I shall instance a "Spring" 
section variation of one famous poet on another (Teika, ca. 1230, catalyzed by  Komachi, ca. 850): 
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KOMACHI (KKS 113): hana no iro wa/ utsurinikeri na/ itazura ni/ waga mi yo ni furu/ 
nagame-seshi ma ni 
(Tr.: My flower's hue,/ Its beauty wasted away/ On useless concerns/ That have kept me 
gazing out/ While the long rains were falling.) 
 
TEIKA (SGS 2190): waga mi yo ni/ furu to mo nashi no/ nagame shite/ iku haru kaze 
ni/ hana no chiruran  
(Tr.: While I gazed out,/ Barely conscious that I too/ Was wasting away,/ How many 
times have blossoms/ Scattered on the Spring wind?) 

 
Teika's product begins with Komachi's line 4, but appropriates the idle or reverie-like gazing to 
gentler ends from her intense and rather somber lament. While he too, even if barely, realizes he's 
growing old, his blossoms/flower scatter/s in a Spring wind, with her long rains also present in 
Teika's Japanese but relatively backgrounded. The patching in of another very well-known poetic 
topos about falling blossoms, "hana no chiruran," for all its sadness patches the poet also into the 
cycle of time, with a different nuance from the poetess's more or less concluded fading of her 
famous beauty.  
 
2. What I would call the quilting already showing in Teika is a frequent feature of the tanka 
tradition, and becomes philologically easy to follow when there are several catalyst-poems for a 
single product. In my second example another brilliant, if somewhat less famous, poetess, Princess 
Shikishi (or Shokushi Naishinnô, 12th Century) literally patches together strands from the great Ki 
no Tsurayuki and his cousin Tomonori (9th-10th Century) for another Spring poem:  
 

TOMONORI (KKS 84): hisakata no/ hikari nodokeki/ haru no hi ni/ shizugokoro naku/ 
hana no chiru-ran  
(Tr.: Throughout the wide sky/ The tranquil light shines warmly/ On a day in Spring,/ 
How is it that the blossoms fall/ With so little sense of calm?) 
 
TSURAYUKI (KKS 117): yadori shite/ haru no yamabe ni/ netaru yo wa/ yume no uchi 
ni mo/ hana zo chirikeru  
(Tr.: I took night quarters/ On a  hillside in Springtime,/ And as I slept/ Even in the 
midst of my dreams/ These blossoms kept on falling.) 
 SHIKISHI (ShokuKKS 147): yume no uchi mo/ utsurou hana ni/ kaze fukeba/ 
shizugokoro naki/ haru no utatane  
(Tr.: Even within my dreams/ The breezes keep on blowing/ Through fading blossoms/ 
Allowing no sense of calm/ To my nap on a Spring day.) 

 
Both in Tomonori's sunny Spring day and even in Tsurayuki's dream the blossoms kept falling sadly 
but expectedly and even properly. Shikishi gets happily rid of this cousinly unison; in her dream the 
breeze keeps blowing through (in spite of?) blossoms that are simply fading. It is a restless breeze, 
allowing her to transplant the unquiet spirit (shizugokoro naki) from Tomonori's meditation on a 
seemingly peaceful day even deeper, into Tsurayuki's potentially more powerful (perhaps even 
ominous) dream-situation. This is why, I think, she jumps immediately into Tsurayuki's "dream"-
line 4 (which means that her own first line has six breath-units instead of five, though this was a 
permissible prosodic variant). Melding the two Ki poems results in something more complex and 
contradictory.  
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3. This quilting or confluent ("double-catalyst") variation seems to me, therefore, also an 
intensification of the anterior discourses. This is again easier to note in a one-to-one comparison, 
such as another redoing by Shikishi of an old 9th-Century poet, this time the legendary Ariwara no 
Narihira:  
 

NARIHIRA (ShokuKKS 270): kuregataki/ natsu no higurashi/ nagamureba/ sono koto 
to naku/ mono zo kanashiki  
(Tr.: On a Summer day/ That stretches out with no end/ Gazing afar/ For no special 
reason/ I fall to feeling forlorn.) 
 
SHIKISHI (SKKS 149): hana wa chiri/ sono iro to naku/ nagamureba/ munashiki sora 
ni/ harusame zo furu  
(Tr.: With the blossoms gone/ I look for no special color/ Gazing afar/ And then from 
the empty sky/ Spring rain begins to fall.) 

 
Both are splendid poems, using the seme of "gazing far off" (nagamureba: Narihira on a long 
Summer day, Shikishi on a Spring day with fallen blossoms), and each ends in an apparent non 
sequitur after the caesura of that long gaze, in the last two lines -- making sense of which 
constitutes the point of the poem. The poet has, "without any special reason," an attack of being 
forlorn; the poetess has taken the hint and twisted it into gazing pensively "without looking for any 
special colour," thus almost redeeming the use of the clichetized "fallen blossoms." But at the end 
of her poem, Shikishi replaces Narihira's subjective loneliness, which was discordant in the long 
shining of Summer, with an ambiguous objective correlative: "and then from the empty sky/ Spring 
rain begins to fall." To my mind this is a splendid ambiguity of mood, which I would feel as an 
intensification of the already strong tensile sadness of Narihira's.  
 
4. The variations often use either implication or explication in comparison to the catalyst. 
Explicating what the catalyst suggests usually results in inferior poems, and I shall spare you the 
numerous examples of Murphy's Law one could easily find in tanka too. But a variation implying 
what is in the catalyst explicit is potentially a better poem since it activzvtes the reader’s rich 
understanding, as is the case with the retired emperor Go-Toba's 13th-Century product from Sone 
no Yoshitada (10th Century): 
 

YOSHITADA (GSIS 273): nake  ya nake/ yomogi ga  soma  no/  kirigirisu/ sugiyuku 
aki wa/ ge ni zo kanashiki  
(Tr.: Cry, O cry out loud/ In your tangled mugwort-timber,/ O cricket!/ The passing of 
Autumn/ Is indeed so sad a time.) 
 
GO-TOBA (SKKS 517): aki fukenu/ nake ya shimoyo no/ kirigirisu/ yaya kage 
samushi/ yomogiu no tsuki  
(Tr.: Autumn deepens./ Cry out in this frosty night/ O cricket!/ It shines a little colder 
now,/ The Moon in that mugwort patch.)  

 
The initial situation is referentially identical: deep into Autumn, a cricket cries in the mugwort 

(yomogi, a thick vine poetically associated with deserted homes). In Yoshitada the mugwort is so 
tall it looks like timber (yomogi ga soma), indicating the length of the house's abandonment.  But 
Go-Toba, possibly because he can presuppose the knowledge of poems such as Yoshitada's, does 
not have to spell that out nor does he have to explicate "this is so sad a time": no timber-high 
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mugwort is here, only the Moon shining a little colder upon the mugwort patch. This coldness 
implies what the timber-size mugwort image half implicated and half explicated, but it does so with 
a grander celestial travelling-shot than Yoshitada's close-up and without the flatness of his final 
statement.  
 
5. However, a variation can also shift not from explication to implication or viceversa, but from 
subjectivization to objectivization (or viceversa). All of these procedures are non-exclusive and 
often crossbred, as e.g. in the objectivization from Narihira to Shikishi and from Yoshitada to Go-
Toba. A more or less "pure" case of subjectivization may be found in the trajectory from 
Tsurayuki's classical restraint to Fujiwara no Ietaka (Century 12-13) in Go-Toba's time: 
 

TSURAYUKI (KKS 260): shiratsuyu mo/ shigure mo itaku/ moruyama wa/ shitaba 
nokorazu/ irozukinikeri  
(Tr.: Showers and white dew/ Constantly have trickled down/ At Moru Mountain/ So 
even the lowest leaves/ Are dyed now in season's hues.) 
 
IETAKA (SKKS 537): tsuyu-shigure/ moruyama kage no/ shitamomiji/ nuru tomo 
oramu/ aki no katami ni  
(Tr.: Dew-and-shower-dyed/ In Mount Moru's shadow,/ O lowest leaves turning red:/ 
I'll drench myself for a branch,/ A remembrance of Autumn.)  

 
Moru Mountain puns (as places often do in Japanese poetry) on moru, to drip, and poetic lore had it 
that dew and rain dye the leaves. Thus in both of these Autumn poems the colouring action of the 
Fall has percolated  even to the lowermost leaves. But the earlier poem leaves it there, a restrained 
genre-painting in words. The later poem, among other things, introduces the narrator clambering 
down among the leaves to pluck a branch, "a remembrance of Autumn." To me, this is an 
unnecessary intrusion of the painter into the picture: in Tsurayuki too, of course, we knew he was 
there, but ex opere operato, without rubbing the reader's nose into the thick of it.  
 
2.3. Catalyst as Presupposition  
 
Though all boundaries are flowing in such analyses and typologies, I would feel that to build a 
product upon the knowledge of the "source" -- so that without such a knowledge it becomes at least 
much poorer and at most inexplicable -- is more than the use of implication, it is using the anterior 
discourse as presupposition for the product's positions. If this is so, then it would constitute another 
analytic genus than the variations discussed in 2.1. Of course, every poem and utterance in the 
world uses presuppositions, but these are usually found in the general empirical "imaginary 
encyclopedia" (Eco) of the ideal reader. To have this encyclopedia necessarily include a precise 
knowledge of a great deal of other earlier writing (not only poetry but also, e.g., The Tale of Genji) 
is a specific feature of some culturally homogenous strata of poetry listeners who are usually also -- 
at least amateur -- writers; this sociological basis for pastiche (see Hempel 172 and passim) has 
been especially persistent in the East Asian or Chinese cultural sphere. As I argue in the Conclusion 
below, section 3.1, the medieval European slogan of "Not new things but in new ways" (non nova 
sed nove) holds for all of them: "If the American ideal is invention, the Japanese ideal is 
innovation," is a brilliant encapsulation by Lee (156, and cf. 166). Not only themes but also values 
have all been set out by the great ancestors, and we can today only hope to reinterpret them in new 
ways for our contemporaries (e.g. by the Japanese poetic principle kotoba furuku kokoro 
atarashi, "old diction, new spirit"). This is a stance I personally do not find nearly so ridiculous as 
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the bourgeois market-circulation novelty at any price, especially when the East Asian stance is 
based on the overwhelming empirical evidence of Chinese poetry up to the Tang-Song ages or of 
Japanese Heian literature.  
 

My example has as catalyst again a tanka by Tsurayuki and as product  one by Archbishop 
Jien (Century 12-13):  
 

TSURAYUKI (KKS 404): musubu te no/ shizuku ni nigoru/ yama no i no/ akade mo 
hito ni/ wakarenuru kana  
(Tr.: From my cupped hands/ I sought in vain to slake the thirst/ At a hillside spring,/ 
And found the drops to soil it -- / So, unsatisfied, I part from you.) 
 
JIEN (SKKS 258): musubu te ni/ kage midareyuku/ yama no i no/ akade mo tsuki no/ 
katabukinikeru  
(Tr.: With my cupped hands/ I disturbed its reflection/ At a hillside spring,/ And then 
found the Moon had set -- / Leaving me still wanting more.)  

 
Lines 1 and 3 -- the cupped hands taking water from a mountain spring -- are practically 
synonymous in these two poems. But Tsurayuki uses the traveller who tries to slake his thirst in 
vain as a parallel to an unsatiated parting from his  beloved. Jien on the contrary (or is it the 
contrary?) says that the cupped hand disturbed the Moon's reflection, then found the Moon had set 
"leaving me still wanting more". The Moon can in classical tanka stand for many things, from cool 
beauty to Buddhist Enlightenment, but I do not see how Jien's poem can work unless we presuppose 
that what the narrator "wants more" of is somebody like the beloved from whom Tsurayuki's 
narrating voice had parted. That parting seems to me the presupposition for Jien's position.  
 
2.4. Counter-project to the Catalyst  
 
Finally, the product can be what I would call a counter-project to the anterior discourse. The one I 
found is remarkable for the product's punch-line reversal at the last moment, whose effect is 
maximally enhanced by the literal repetition of the first four lines or 24 breath-units. Note that 
Dôgen's last line (in spite of the translation) consists of the one semantic cluster of aketekeru 
(kana is an a-semantic "cutting-word" equivalent to something like a full stop): 
 

HITOMARO (SIS 778): ashibiki no/ yamadori no o no/ shidario no/ naganagashi yo o/ 
hitori ka mo nen  
(Tr.: Long as the tail/ Of pheasants of the mountains,/ As foot-wearying hills:/ So long 
is the night before me/ When I must spend it alone.) 
 
DŌGEN (SSZS 2: 191): ashibiki no/ yamadori no o no/ shidario no/ naganagashi yo o/ 
aketekeru kana  
(Tr.: Long as the tail/ Of pheasants of the mountains,/ As foot-wearying hills:/ So long 
is the night before me -- / And yet it too ends with the dawn!) 

 
The old hunting simile based on the pheasant's long tail is splendidly used by Hitomaro, the greatest 
Japanese poet of the earliest age in which we can name the versifying voices (7th Century). From 
his sophisticated imagery and phonetics, let me just single out the variations of assonance based on 
location and frequence of the "a," "i," and "o" vowels until the final flourish of the single "e." For 
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one example, this vowel-play, with other factors such as the naganaga repetition of the seme for 
length, suggests the intensification of line 2 (assonance: aaoiooo) in line 4 (assonance: aaaaioo, 
prolonging the longest vowel "a," which is also semantically part of naga = long, at the expense of 
"o"). This almost magically suggests the prolongation of the long pheasant's tail into the even longer 
night.  
 

More than half a millennium later, Dôgen (13th Century), the great Zen thinker and in my 
opinion also -- sometimes) a great poet, writes a polemical pastiche, reversing Hitomaro's somewhat 
sad longing for another person (presumably his wife) into a poetico-philosophical confrontation of 
the narrating voice with the universe, the symbolic time of the day easily standing for larger time-
units such as a lifetime. The result does not to me sound at  all cheerless or sorrowful. Beside the 
semantic reversal, Dôgen achieves his "cosmicalization" by a remarkable phonetic tour de force. 
The contrast to the "hitomarian" or, better, to the whole intervening poetic tradition, often sad and 
almost always exclusively interpersonal, is brought about also through a new assonance, which 
abruptly shifts from, and indeed denies, the preceding 24 "a-o-i"s by using in the central position of 
the last line three "e"s and one "u," within the enveloping three "a"s which so to say sweeten the pill 
inside (and also proclaim that this counter-turn of the poem relates to the same thematic universe as 
the preceding lines).  
 

My impression is that such a procedure is rare in the ideologically rather homogeneous 
classical tanka tradition. It may be no accident that it is here practiced by what was then a relative 
outsider, who speaks from the stance of a religious renewer rather than of a traditional aristocrat.  

 
 

2.5. Mixed Forms  
 
1. I have in all the above examples attempted to present cases which can be said to use one, or at 
least one fairly dominant, poetic proceeding ( the Russian Formalists called it priëm), and thus lend 
themselves to a provisional typology of variation (with or without quilting, intensification, 
implication/explication, and subjectivization/objectivization), presupposing, and counter-proposal. 
Yet even in these selected cases I have found a significant poem rarely uses one proceeding only. 
Often, the resulting mixture is such that it is a very nice point to decide which proceeding is 
dominant. In the following example, possibly because it deals with three splendid poems about 
sundered lovers, it is difficult, to my mind, to decide whether Shikishi's use of Komachi3/ and of 
Tadamine is primarily a quilted variation or a counter-project:  
 

KOMACHI (KKS 1030): hito ni awan/ tsuki no naki ni wa/ omoi okite/ mune hashiribi 
ni/ kokoro yake ori  
(Tr.: When I cannot see him/ In the dark of a moonless night,/ Fire rises in me -- / 
Leaping in my burning breast,/ Charring my mind with its flames.) 
 
TADAMINE (KKS 625): ariake no/ tsurenaku mieshi/ wakare yori/ akatsuki bakari/ uki 
mono wa nashi  
(Tr.: Since that leave-taking/ When I saw the cold countenance/ Of the fading Moon,/ 
Nothing seems so cruel to me/ As the hours before dawn.) 

 
SHIKISHI (SNS 77): mietsuru ka/ minu yo no tsuki no/ honomekite/ tsurenakaru beki/ 
omokage zo sou  
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(Tr.: Was it him I saw?/ On a night I do not see him/ A glimpse of the Moon/ Brings 
with it a cold visage/ That could just as well be his.)  

 
Shikishi uses Tadamine's already somewhat maleficent Moon as an icy counter-image to Komachi's 
raging fire of self-consuming passion. This is not an ideological counter-project, as in Dôgen vs. 
Hitomaro, but an imagistic and modal complement. What Komachi states openly and forcefully, the 
poetess three centuries downstream expresses as negation of a  negation: the alienating lunar coldness 
of the denying lover.  
 
2. Another combination is found in Shikishi's variation on Henjô:  
 

HENJô (KKS 770): wa ga yado wa/ michi mo naki made/ arenikeri/ tsurenaki hito o/ 
matsu to seshi ma ni  
(Tr.: Now even the path/ Leading up to my house/ Is hard to find -- / While I have 
waited in vain/ For one who no longer cares.)  
 
SHIKISHI (SKKS 534): kiri no ha mo/ fumiwakegataku/ narinikeri/ kanarazu hito o/ 
matsu to nakeredo  
(Tr.: Paulownia leaves/ Are hard to make a way through,/ So thick have they fallen -- / 
Although it is not as if/ I'm pining for anyone.) 

 
On the one hand, perhaps hegemonically, this is a wry counter-project to Henjô's pining in vain: at 
least ostensibly, Shikishi's narrative voice affirms the diametrical opposite in the last two lines, if 
taken at face value. However, I read this as a rhetoric of double negation (which seems to be a 
characteristic of hers, to judge from the poems I quite accidentally picked for analysis in this paper). 
Yet, although a path overrun with leaves for so long that it grows impassable is not too difficult to 
read as a metonymy for the absent visitor (this is in fact another topos of the tanka), I also feel that 
the first three lines presuppose Henjô's waiting for a loving friend insofar as, within Shikishi's 
Autumn topic, these lines could otherwise very well convey just a general, and to my mind much 
more abstract and poorer, resignation to loneliness.  
 
3. Finally, if one wanted to construct a much fuller and more solid typology than is my modest aim 
here, several other aspects would have to be taken into account. First, there are sequences of more 
than one derivation, i.e. where the first product in its turn becomes an anterior catalyzing discourse 
(e.g. the tankas by Tadamine-Tameuji-Tameyo, in Carter 71 and 160). Second, both in simple and in 
such extended sequencing one would have to take into account intertexts other than tankas: catalysts 
such as the prose Tale of Genji and, alternatively, final products such as haiku (e.g. Muneyana -- > 
Teika  -- > Sôzei, in Carter 464, 201, and 287); a good example is Buson's haiku "ume ga ka no":  

 
 TEIKA  
      ôsora wa                  All thru the heavens 
 ume no nioi ni                 the fragrance of plum blossom 
      kasumi tsutsu          rises with the mist,  
 kumori mo hatenu          but the sky remains cloudy 
 haru no yo no tsuki.      this night of the Spring Moon.  
 
   BUSON  
      Ume ga ka no               The plum blossom scent  
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 tachi noborite ya          has it risen to heaven?   
       tsuki no kasa.               Halo round the moon.  
             (English translations by Leon Zolbrod) 

 
Buson "boils down," as it were, Teika's tanka which will be further discussed in my final example 
below (which supplies a different translation thereof).  
 

A third aspect is the very interesting case of double catalysis in Buson's haiku "Yanagi chiri/ 
shimizu kare/ ishi tokoro-dokoro," where the final line, meaning "rocks here and there," recalls the 
honzetsu of Su Dong-po's famous second prose poem on the Red Cliff in the 11th Century, while 
the initial willow by a clear stream is a counter-project to Saigyô's tanka "Michi no be ni" (also used 
by Bashô), in which the stream hasn't dried up nor the willow been bared as in Buson (cf. Addiss 
48). And fourth, there is the reverse of quilting, what one might call  unravelling or "delta 
formation," one  catalyst giving rise to a number of parallel products. In the case of some popular 
topoi, it seems, a number of my analytically sundered proceedings were combined in what one 
might call "thematic complexes" where it is sometimes difficult to find just which poem contributed 
what to products, since a topos can only be expressed in so many ways within 31 breath-units; I 
shall mention here only the frequent "Tatsuta complex," with red leaves forming a brocade in that 
river when Autumn winds bring them down from Mount Mimuro.  
 
4. I shall conclude with a sequence which has two merits: it starts with a Chinese seed (this is 
technically counted as a honzetsu rather than a honkadori), from a poem on a Spring night in the 
6th-Century anthology Wen xuan, well-known in Japan early on; and it finally issues in a peculiar 
intensification which I would call "synesthetic transfer." The Chinese author's name is Nipponized 
as Karyô; Western ignorance forces me here to give the Chinese only in translation: 

 
KARYŌ (Wen xuan): Not clear but not dark  -- the hazy moon.  
 
CHISATO (SKKS 55): teri mo sezu/ kumori mo hatenu/ haru no yo no/ oborozukiyo ni/ 
shiku mono zo naki 
(Tr.: Not truly shining/ and yet not clouded over/ in this night of Spring/ the haze-
enveloped Moon/ to which nothing can compare) 
 
TEIKA (SKKS 40): ôzora wa/ mume no nioi ni/ kasumi tsutsu/ kumori mo hatenu/ haru 
no yo no tsuki 
(Tr.: Through the wide heavens/ the scent of plum blossom moves/ like a spreading 
haze/ but still not clouded over/ is the Moon of this Spring night)  

 
What I find most remarkable here is that the very sophisticated Teika has, by applying the common 
seme of "haze," transferred the catalyzing Chinese, and then Chisato's 9th-Century Japanese, optical 
hesitation to a scent. This synesthesis may be  somewhat over-precious, but it is  not too dissimilar 
from what Baudelaire thought he had invented two thirds of a millennium later. In Japan, it can be 
found in other tankas (cf. Ooka 44ff.), and it will be picked up again by Bashô, at the fountainhead 
of the great haiku tradition -- e.g. in the "Ishiyama no" and "Umi kurete" poems that whiten the Fall 
wind and the duck call (see  in Ueda 54 and 48, and some comments in Lee 63-64; Bashô and 
Baudelaire blend then in Hakushû, cf. Fukasawa 130-31 and passim).  
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2.6. A Few Concluding Questions 
 
There is a great number of claims which this hypothetic sketch does not make in relation to the very 
long and intricate history of the classical Japanese tanka tradition (see for a witty introduction to its 
involved prosodico-ideological features Mark Morris). It simply wishes to follow up a number of 
insights about honkadori's alludings to some key words or lines of a honka ("foundation poem"), 
e.g.: "The result was a complex superposition of the new poem upon the old, so that the meaning 
and atmosphere of both were simultaneously apprehended, whether blended, harmonized, or 
contrasted" (Brower 21). A number of important aspects have not been touched upon here.  

One would be the more complex, and theoretically perhaps more illuminating, case of 
"echoing" the vision or atmosphere (omokage) of "a famous poetic conceit or conception identified 
with a particular older poem" (ibidem), i.e. without actual repetition of words from the "catalyst" or 
hypotext -- a case which could serve to discuss the limits of pastiching, and possibly allow a parallel 
to my thesis that the hypotext of parody is a discursive topos rather than a number of precise lines. 

Another would be the whole question of how elastic may a tradition with certain very well-
defined foci be, which would have to go into historically complex tensions between orthodoxy and 
heterodoxy, or short-duration and long-duration historicity, and thus throw much differential light 
upon the more rapidly recycled European tradition (cf. for China Wang 3-5 and 9-10). A final  
question would, no doubt, be just how and why the honkadori mode of creating poems became 
visibly exhausted at the time of, say, Tonna, Yoshida  Kenkô, Munenaga or Kôun, i.e. from early 
14th Century on,  so that by the 15th Century even the accomplished Shôtetsu could not handle  it 
fruitfully. But I shall rather note, in the upshot of this essay, that according to all three definitions of 
pastiche discussed at the beginning (OED, Cuddon, Ben-Porat “Meaningless”) and their discussion, 
honkadori would be a kind of pastiche. If so, this little probe asks with what eyes may we look upon 
the accounts of pastiche developed between Italy and England in the last 450 years.  

 
 

3. Some Conclusions: On Originality 
 
3.1. Indeed, after such knowledge, what forgiveness? Can we still go on, in discussion about both 
parody (see Suvin, "Synchrony”) and pastiche, speaking about originals? And what does "original" 
(adjective, further A) and "an original" (noun, further N) connote and mean? It is indispensable here 
to follow upon the tracks of Raymond Williams's Keywords entry "Originality,"  from which 
proceed all quotes in these three paragraphs. I shall attempt to disambiguate what he rightly presents 
as an intricate, double-reversal layering of historical semantics, by distinguishing 1/ "origin" (noun, 
further N); 2/ "original 1" (adjective, further A) in the sense of "origin-dependent"; 3/ "originality" 
(N); and 4/ "original 2" (A+N) in the sense of "originality-dependent."  
 

"Origin" is a complex but fairly clear term. Its first and weakest sense identifies spatial or 
temporal antecedence, as in the Latin where origo meant  the rise, beginning or source of X. Its 
second sense shifts from hydrology to purely temporal progeniture, and identifies the sole (or 
overwhelmingly decisive) factual cause. This already permits the mix-up of time with logic, out os 
which arises the well-known logical fallacy post hoc ergo propter hoc: an antecedent is illicitly 
interpreted as the cause. But I believe there is a third semantic step, not heeded by logicians, by 
which "origin" becomes a value-bestowing term (one assumes that historically this step was in fact 
the first one). This step works only in conservative, past-oriented systems, of which the purest pro 
analysi form in Europe is the Catholic Middle Ages and in China the centuries hearkening back to 
teachings of Kong Fu and similar sages: there the Great Ancestor/s/ or indeed God the Father is the 
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sole source of value, and the present cannot create new values but only renew old ones. Adjectival 
referral to such a complex "origin" leads to my "original 1 above," which could be written "origin - 
al" with a hyphen: e.g., Original Sin as a characteristic of each and every human being.  
 

But aided by increasing empirical and semantical dynamics, "original 2" (A+N) developed in 
and after the Renaissance bourgeois laicization (in England "mainly in C17") from this "inherently 
retrospective sense" into the diametrically opposed meaning of "sui generis," a singular and 
individual creation -- of art, or of one's own character: "I hate imitation.... I am an original." 
(Wycherley) In the new ontology of individual existence and theory of art "original" (N) thus meant 
"what has characteristics different from any other existent (person or thing),” i.e. what is new under 
the sun. The esthetics (and pragmatics) of repetition with variation (nove) gave way to the esthetics 
of novelty (nova). Earlier an "original 1" work flowed from the origin into any number of copies 
and imitatio  was both unavoidable and commendable. Now imitation means qualitative shoddiness  
-- banality or triviality -- and legal transgression (unless paid for in overt acknowledgement of 
appropriating or at least for a time using somebody else's property). "Banal" itself comes from the 
substantive "ban," meaning in medieval French and then English the whole body of the king's 
vassals liable to be summoned for war, which then passed into the sense of "open to the use of the 
whole community," e.g. the communally used fields, mills or ovens. It was left for the triumphant 
bourgeoisie in the first half of 19th Century to downgrade the meaning, in a class sneer, to 
"commonplace, common, trite, petty" (see OED and Meaghan Morris 40). The commendable and 
sublime opposite of imitation and triteness became "originality," the quality of "being original 2," 
i.e. unique. This originality has no origin, and the two nouns came to stand for mutually exclusive 
and complementary domains. But the adjective "original" became henceforth torn between past 
origin and present originality.  
 

My mention of legal codification in copyright and trademark legislation may show us where 
the truth will out. While originality may be a complex nexus of libidinal investments, its social 
function is that of a capitalist device invented to make sign-systems pay. It makes art (including 
Fielding’s Jonathan Wilde and Burckhardian self-fashioning) "productive" in the politico-economic 
sense of Adam Smith: able to generate profit. This capitalist sense of "original2" denied any 
communal long-duration value system. Parodies and pastiches were thus damned as not "original," 
either because they were not originality-dependent and/or because they were origin-dependent, and 
thus in any case not sufficiently unique and new but slowing down market circulation.  

 
 

3.2. My finding is that as a rule it would be wiser not to focus on a very limited and simplifying 
atomizing procedure of isolating certain texts for one-to-one comparison in a monocausal vector, 
knowing all the while full well that their intertexts are a rich and wide network in semantic space 
not at all reconducible to one strand. This means doubting both feudal or patriarchal sacred origin 
and capitalist originality. Can we then avoid something like my double detemporalizing and de-
atomizing procedure of substituting for "source" (which entails "derivation") first "hypotext" and 
then "catalyst" (which entail "product," i.e. work as Promethean fire)4/? One answer could, of 
course, be: yes, we can. This is proved by much pastiche and parody research to date, mired in the 
riverine or derivative metaphor. And far be it from me to suggest blocking any path toward 
understanding: a narrow focus may achieve much – limited -- clarity. What I am rather questioning 
are the limits of our usual model of parody and pastiche. Does not the Japanese as well as the 
Chinese lyrical tradition (or, e.g., European Petrarchism) simply strongly foreground and thus force 
upon our attention the permanent Bakhtinian state of discursive affairs in which "any individual text 
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is more than itself, one moment in an unfolding dialogue" (Mark Morris 599)? This is why I found 
the rhetorics of derivation too positivistically chronological, built on the metaphor of meso-physical 
time as a one-way river, while cultural time -- and apparently also micro-physical as well as mega-
physical time -- is full of strange twists and returns which make it rather into a patterned spacetime: 
even without dwelling upon the fact that all metaphors of time are taken from space. (The emitter-
receiver metaphorics of communication theory, derived from telephone or radio-TV and from 
electricity reduced to ethereal one-way stream, is obviously even less able to render justice to 
complex cultural transmutations.)  

So finally, can we still in talking of pastiche and parody limit ourselves to the bourgeois one-
way traffic between discrete but self-contained Cartesian billiard-balls, or Rutherfordian atoms, in 
Newtonian time, as the OED codifies -- and as this essay  too had to start out by doing? Or are we 
here perhaps touching upon complex matters of intersubjective creation which presupposes neither 
a divine Big Bang in the past nor an individualist Self (cf. Karatani 14 and passim, also my “Soul” 
and "Polity") but, as in classical European rhetorics, an imitatio  and aemulatio predicated upon 
"public conventions and practiced art" (Miyoshi 29)? And if this happens within a form such  as a 
literary genre, which was as late as the Baroque defined as "a clearly delineated model in which not 
only an obligatory complex of subject-matters, motifs, and agents, not only an obligatory diction 
and technique, but also a prescribed world-image and a prescribed thought-content fit together so 
that none of these components was displaceable or replaceable" (Alewyn 22), may not such a 
literary genre be in close analogy to a "communal body" (Okada 91 and 315), and in Japanese 
medieval honkadori indeed clearly to a "class body"?   

My suggestion would be that intercultural comparison, when it today transcends the 
boundaries of the Euro-American bourgeois or individualist or capitalist macro-formation of the 
last, say, 400 to 700 years and yet avoids falling into nostalgic laudations of an invented perfect 
past, tends to provide a negative answer to the first and a positive answer to the second question. 
But I put them on the table for further discussion. What I am certain about is that intercultural 
comparison must be taken into account whenever we wish to do one of two things: First, to build a 
global, and not only European, model of any cultural practice; the ensuing historicization would 
help to correct our map, e.g. by confirming that pastiche is – potentially -- a fertile and positive 
strategy (cf. Ben-Porat "Madness" and Ryan 397) and posing the question why at some social 
constellations it then was not such. Second, and at least as important, when we attempt to 
understand our Euro-American individualist selves as one singular congeries of cultural practices, 
which is by no means a God-given, necessarily best  or even self-explanatory norm.  

 
 
 Notes 

 
1/ My thanks go to the SSHRC of Canada for a travel grant which allowed me to come to the 
Venice Colloquium in 1993, to Prof. Earl Miner (from whose work I have learned much) for giving 
me the typescript of his paper there and good advice, to Prof. Chang Huei-keng who discussed the 
Chinese "imitation" tradition with me, and to Ms. Matsuki Naoko. And of course to my Japanese 
friends and colleagues, most of all Kazuko-san. 
 
2/ Cf. Deffoux 6 and Broich 135. My discussion envisages a spectrum of possibilities for pastiche, 
each with its own affect and telos; it is not so much opposed to as athwart that by Jameson, 16-18 
and 25, from  which  most other discussions of it in "post-modernism" spiral down. On the other 
hand, what Hutcheon defines as parody (31ff.) is what has traditionally been called pastiche, which 
is why she considers pastiche ("perhaps") just as bad parody (38).  
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3/ This poem  vies for fame with the Komachi one cited above; cf. for different translations of both 
Miner, Introduction 82-84.  
 
4/ Note 2015: See now my essay “Living Labour and the Labour of Living” in Defined, 419-71. 
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